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e-Assessment and Feedback for Effective Course
Transformation (e-AFFECT) – Environmental Planning
The e-AFFECT project aims to transform student and staff experiences of assessment and feedback through the use of technology. Environmental Planning has participated in the project since 2012-13.
Despite the introduction of new assessment and feedback initiatives in previous years, our National Student Survey scores for Assessment and Feedback remained below what we considered satisfactory. Our own evaluation suggested that many students failed to access or collect feedback on their work, and they just focused on the mark attained
rather than reflecting on the recommended ways to improve their answer. In addition, the specially introduced 'feedback days' at the end of each semester when students could receive additional feedback were poorly attended. In short, we needed to encourage greater student engagement in learning, assessment and feedback.
Our aims (educational principles addressed) for participating in e-AFFECT are:
* to encourage greater student interaction, engagement and dialogue with assessment and feedback
* to help students recognise and understand feedback in all its forms
* to enable students to become more reflective and act upon the feedback they receive
• to assist students to use feedback as part of their personal development
* to make effective use of technology in teaching, assessment and feedback
Working with the e-AFFECT team at QUB our participation progressed through 5 stages:
1. A Baseline Study & Report: completion of online questionnaires by staff and students
2. Appreciative Inquiry workshop: staff sharing their assessment and feedback experiences.
3. Technology options workshop: practical demonstration of the most suitable IT options available
4. Action Planning workshop: finalising an agreed action plan of e-AFFECT activities
5. Implementation of the Action Plan

Our main actions or activities fall into two categories.
A. Generic actions:
* a review and evaluation by University’s e-AFFECT team of the feedback provided to students
* introduction of an assignment coversheet which explicitly asks students to list at least three ways the
preparation of the current assignment has been informed by previous feedback received
* the inclusion of workshops and exercises in EVP1004 (Research Skills) which helps students develop the
skills to reflect and act on feedback
* use of student mentors to help level 1 students recognise and reflect on different forms of feedback
* assessment and feedback is included as a key component of personal tutor meetings
* all feedback sheets and annotated feedback comments are electronically uploaded onto QoL for student
access, with personal tutors given access to all feedback for their tutees

Voice Thread

B. Technology to be used in modules
VoiceThread (EVP1012 Spaces, Places and Plans)
Jing (EVP1011 Design Principles)
Adobe Acrobat Pro (EVP2007 Site Layout and Design)
Publication of findings
Gallagher, E., Bassett, J. and Price, L. (2014) Personal Tutors' Responses to a Structured
System of Personal Development Planning: a Focus on Feedback. Journal for Education in
the Built Environment

Jing

Acrobat Pro
Rationale

Rationale
Voice Thread is a web-based application that allows you to use media images, videos, documents and
presentations as a basis of a discussion between lecturers, tutors and students on a specific subject.

Rationale
•
•
•

Acrobat Pro allows you to annotate PDF documents by inserting comments, speech marks and doodles.
This allows the user to annotate comments and feedback on assignments uploaded on QOL

Voices, videos and images are simple and effective forms of communication, especially for subjects such as
planning that are more visual and lend themselves to this type of graphic media. Students can access the
information on their computer, tablet or mobile phone and make voice comments, type responses or even
make a doodle drawing on the screen. .

•

Examples of the tutorials on Conservation Policy and the Northern Ireland Planning System.

A broad range of academic and planning practice skills must be developed in the planning programme
Our students come from a wide variety of backgrounds, with diverse skills, lack of confidence etc.
Our challenge is to bring this diverse group to the same level of visual communication ability, as
quickly as possible!
These skills relate most closely to urban design work but feed into most modules in our programme

Positives
• We use ‘studio’ teaching, weekly formative feedback
• Workshops for group teaching (20-25 students)
• Interim crits for formative and summative feedback
Negatives
• Pressure of time in workshops
• Absence from workshops leaves students at a disadvantage
for the entire semester
• In crits, formative feedback can be missed due to anxiety
about presenting orally

Implementation
All students can see all the comments that other students and the tutors make. For this module we made four
15 minute videos on a range of planning subjects and asked specific questions that students need to answer.

Implementation
Annotation over drawings is a standard way of giving feedback for design based modules. Students can
access this feedback through their tablets, computers or smart phones.
The module consisted of three stages and Acrobat Pro was used to give feedback for the first of the
three submissions in the module. The module also included more formal tutorial sessions with direct
interaction with students that were used to build on the assignment feedback.

Implementation
1.

As a method of delivering formative feedback on visual work to enhance skill development

2.

To enhance skill development with Jing Screencast Tutorials

Typical tutorial questions and a response by one of the students.

The tutor can provide feedback to on individual student response or to a group of comments.
User Experiences

Example of feedback provided

User Experiences
Student

A survey of the participating students showed that most found the Voice Thread approach very useful.
They saw it as complementary to the standard face-to-face tutorials even though it took more time to
build confidence in and get used to the system. Most other students found the contributions helpful and
saw it as an important resource for revision and preparation for the module’s written examination.

Positives
• There is an audit trail of hand-ins and feedback
• A digital submission is often easier to review and it is less likely to being lost / damaged as
with paper copies
• It kept you up to date with previous work and strengthened the chain of learning
Negatives
• One-way communication is less effective
• Face to face tutorials allow students to ask questions if they have difficulties
comprehending feedback
• Talking + doodling + listening (three-way communication) is missing from this form of
feedback
• Digital feedback lacks the personal touch
• The students have to submit both digital and paper submissions and hence student have
to deal with two very different forms of media storage

In general students appreciated the clarity, ease of access and style of the video as a way of learning and
getting feedback.

It was easier to listen to
the voice-over, rather
than just reading.

I visited the tutorials each more than once,
but just made one comment having
researched beforehand. I liked engaging
with new technology and liked that I could
access the tutorial multiple times.

The fact that I could go on and use it whenever I
wanted. Also there was someone talking and not
just having to read the screen

It was clear, which made
new topics easier to grasp
than reading a paper for
example.

Had a week to do it, therefore not restricted
by time (it was a) fresh way of learning.

•
•
•
•

However, others felt it difficult to manage, especially to take notes and thought they could be too long.

The fact there was someone
talking and information on
screen at the same time, it
could be confusing at times.

I often took multiple re-runs before I
had gathered enough information to
make a comment.

The videos were very long and the questions
were not asked until the end.

Example of training video – Creating a Figure Ground Map in Photoshop

Tutor Experiences
It is a very time intensive, for this module there were 40 students for each stage
Doodling on drawings is extremely time consuming using the software
Student used a variety of programmes to create their posters e.g. .pub , .docx, .pptx, .ppt, .pdf.
There is better software available to do this task such as iAnnotate & Jing

User Experiences
Positives
•
•
•
•
•
•

While I did find the VT
tutorial interesting, I didn't
partake in making a
comment as the majority of
the answers were the same
and there was nothing really
for me to add to them.

Easy to use
Basic version has enough tools and not too many
18-20 page report, approximately 45 minutes to complete feedback
Good compatibility, can copy and paste into other programs
Short videos are also very quick to prepare
Voice-over facility is excellent

Negatives
•
•
•

It would be good to be able to prepare longer videos
One or two more tools/ graphics would give possibility of more tailored
feedback
For large groups and long reports could be a lengthy feedback process
for staff

Implications
•

The Screencast literature stresses the importance of integration with other learning methods
including face-to-face tutorial and lectures

•

The link with the face-to-face tutorial worked well and was aligned to the students learning needs on its own Voice Thread is less effective

•

Students like the accessibility and flexibility; the visuals are attractive especially to develop case study
evidence and the application of lecture material.

•

There is good evidence of the material being used in assignments but a potential danger that it is
overused (quick fix) at the expense of reading. This is especially the case in the examination.

•

It is easy to set up but the license can be expensive unless widely used across a School’s Modules

•

More interaction with staff is needed to confirm student learning, provide clear feedback about the
quality of comments and develop confidence in the use of the system

Next Steps

I thought the use of arrows to the
comments highlighted specifically
my errors/positive feedback

I thought the use of the Jing programme was
extremely useful especially with the colour
coding as it helped me to understand exactly
where I went wrong.

Implications
•
•
•
•
•

Implications

It will require extra resources and suitable training for successful implementation
Software has limitations in term of what it can do
It is imperative that students submissions are in a suitable file format
There may still be issues with Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliance
Successful implementation requires much forward planning

Embed the technology in the following modules
Level 1

•

Jing is most suited to practice orientated modules

•

Use technology as one of varied learning modes

•

EVP1004 Research Skills

•

VoiceThread works best on more theoretical modules.

•

EVP1011 Design Principles in the Built Environment

•

evaluate the 2013-14 level 1 cohort at the end of their year 3

•

EVP1012 Spaces, Places, Plans

•
•
•
•

In 2014/15 we will use the short videos for incoming level 1 and other levels.
Need to develop the best way of saving feedback, managing files etc.
Plan to roll out use of Jing across all studio projects – increasing staff and student familiarity.
Could be used as a method of students obtaining focussed interim feedback

Level 2
•

EVP2007 Site Layout and Design

•

EVP2010 Economy & Space

Level 3
•

EVP3012 Comparative Planning Studies
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